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CENTRALITY, MARGINALISATION AND THE STATE OF EXCEPTION IN THE MERCHANT OF VENICE



This paper will apply and further elaborate Franco Moretti’s fresh idea of introducing quantitative analysis in literary studies by designing a network graph based on characters’ addressing one another in The Merchant of Venice. The word ‘networks’ is in literary criticism usually used in reference to the artistic, publishing and social connections between writers. However, Moretti uses it to denote links among characters in a novel or a play realised through their speech acts or interactions. Nonetheless, Moretti’s network graph does not go beyond the demonstration of the play’s structure and interconnectedness of the characters and leaves out emotional charge and a nuanced relation of characters. Bearing this in mind, I propose a graph which will combine Moretti’s distant reading with close reading and thus lead to a better understanding of the play in its entirety. The proposed approach will take into consideration more than just verbal interaction. In this way, considerable attention will be paid to unspoken thoughts and emotions presented via descriptions, which leads to a more comprehensive understanding of relations among characters. This analysis aims at dealing with the often debated issue of centrality in The Merchant of Venice, that is, why the title character of Antonio is not the central figure of the play but Portia and Shylock respectively. Does this giving prominence to Portia and Shylock indicate Shakespeare’s ideological position when it comes to minorities? Does such a political stance mean subversion of the accepted political order of the time? Does this violation of order or “state of exception” denote political rebellion from Shakespeare’s part? Keywords: network, centrality, state of exception, law, form, history, graph, structure, Merchant of Venice, marginalisation



The principal idea of this paper is to relate the play’s structure to “the state of exception” or sometimes termed “the state of emergence”, “that condition in which an extra-legal act — the exception to the rule of law — serves to support and re-establish a constitutional order in crisis” (Lupton 2007: 45). I will, as Levine suggests in her notable book Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network, attempt to connect The Merchant of Venice’s form to its social world. Levine broadens the definition of form by excluding the distinction between the literary text on the one hand and its content and context on the other. She claims that formalist analysis does not only aim at dealing with the aesthetics of the literary text, but is also valuable in understanding socio-political life. By employing Moretti’s network approach and creating a graph based on the mutual address of the play’s characters, I will deal with the issue of centrality in The Merchant of 1 [email protected] Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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Venice and question Lupton’s and others’ findings that Shylock is the true Merchant of Venice. By giving Shylock more central position in the play in comparison to Antonio, and by showing negative emotional charge in the way the other characters address him (this will be shown as I will further elaborate Moretti’s approach and introduce emotional tone of address of characters), Shakespeare emphasises “the state of exception” and to a certain extent sympathises with Shylock. The suspension of Venetian law is thus reflected in the play’s structure and plot. Namely, since his good friend Antonio cannot lend him money as his ventures are at sea, Bassanio asks the Jewish usurer Shylock to lend him 3000 ducats to provide him with the means to woo beautiful Portia. Antonio is ready to be his guarantor. Shylock sees this as an excellent opportunity to revenge as Antonio often mistreated him: Shylock. Fair sir, you spit on me on Wednesday last; You spurn’d me such a day; another time You call’d me dog; and for these courtesies I’ll lend you thus much moneys’? (I, 3, 123-126)



He offers Antonio to sign the bond that will allow him to cut a pound of flesh close to his heart if he does not manage to pay back the money in three months’ time. Antonio agrees to this bond and, due to complications with his merchandise, he is not able to return money on time. Shylock is relentless and demands his right to cut off a pound of Antonio’s flesh despite the offer to get the loan back. This is when Portia, disguised as a young law clerk, decides to declare a state of exception and to suspend the law that allows Shylock to have his bond. Eventually, Shylock is deprived of his property and forced to convert to Christianity. This reflects general attitude towards Jewish people in England and elsewhere. Carole Levin summarises Jewish history in Renaissance England and earlier as one of abuse, banishment and a secret life: There had been Jews in England in the earlier Middle Ages, but they were expelled in 1290. Despite, or because of, their banishment, by the thirteenth century the term “Jew” had become part of the English vocabulary as a general term of abuse, often directed at other Christians. But though Jews were not allowed legally to return to England until the 1650s, in the early sixteenth century a number immigrated to England and outwardly practiced Christianity. By the reign of Henry VIII there was a secret Jewish community in London with a secret synagogue, financial support, and business connections with Antwerp. In the late 1530s and 1540s this community consisted of about 100 people (Levin 2003: 100).



The derogatory use of the word “Jew” is present in The Merchant of Venice throughout the play. “Jew” also implies contempt and stands for Shylock’s cruelty, which is generalized when Antonio compares him to a wolf and speaks of his “Jewish heart.” 162
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In order to present the state of exception and Shylock’s isolation, I will create a graph based on Franco Moretti’s (2013: 211-240) concept of presenting novels’ and plays’ structures. His idea is to introduce a quantitative analysis in literary studies by designing a network graph based on the characters’ addressing one another. Network theory is a foundation for such an analysis, and Moretti bases his concept on Newman’s extensive paper entitled “The Structure and Function of Complex Networks” (2003). Newman (2003: 2) defines a network as “a set of items, which we will call vertices or sometimes nodes, with connections between them, called edges.” However, Moretti (2013: 213) suggests that characters are vertices, points from whom and to whom utterances or speech acts are directed. Connections of two or more vertices are called edges (lines that actually denote characters’ interactions) and they enable one character’s connection with any other. For such a network, of particular importance is Newman’s (2003: 2) idea that networks may “address issues of centrality (which individuals are best connected to others or have most influence) and connectivity (whether and how individuals are connected to one another through the network).” This model, when it comes to plays, offers a better insight into the characters’ mutual relation (how they interact with one another) and helps us get a good picture of the play’s structure. Apart from dealing with the observation which characters are best connected to others and are the most influential, the issue of centrality also considers which characters are least connected to others and are marginalised. Such division also leads to better understanding of social stratification present in the play under discussion. An example of the network graph (Figure 1) based on the below dialogue from The Merchant of Venice demonstrates how the network functions. Enter BASSANIO, LORENZO, and GRATIANO SOLANIO Here comes Bassanio, your most noble kinsman, Gratiano and Lorenzo. Fare ye well: We leave you now with better company. SALARINO I would have stay’d till I had made you merry, If worthier friends had not prevented me. ANTONIO Your worth is very dear in my regard. I take it, your own business calls on you And you embrace the occasion to depart. SALARINO Good morrow, my good lords. BASSANIO Good signiors both, when shall we laugh? say, when? You grow exceeding strange: must it be so? Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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SALARINO We’ll make our leisures to attend on yours. Exeunt Salarino and Salanio (I, 1, 57 – 70) Salarino Bassani o Gratian o



Antonio Solanio Lorenzo



Figure 1. Network of the dialogue between Solanio, Salarino, Lorenzo, Bassanio, Gratiano and Antonio



Considering contemporary critical reading of the novel, Caroline Levine (2015: 1) in her book Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network suggests that a critic’s common practice would be “to connect the novel’s form to its social world,” but while doing so the critic “would keep her formalism and her historicism analytically separate”, as if these two aspects of the novel “belong to separate realms.” Levine (2) broadens the definition of form by excluding the distinction between the literary text on the one hand and its content and context on the other. She claims that formalist analysis does not only aim at dealing with the aesthetics of the literary text, but is also valuable in understanding socio-political life. Levine further explicates that form means making order and that forms in general are the stuff of politics, not only of the literary text as “[L]iterary form itself exercises a kind of political power” (3-4). Not only do literary texts impose some sort of political power on the society, but also “social form like a racial hierarchy moves from the political world into a novel, where it structures aesthetic experience” (5). Also, as they give ideas of what it is possible to think or say in a social context, “[F]orms do political work in particular historical context” (Ibid), that is, it can be both political and aesthetic. These broad connotations of form are explained by affordance, a concept used in design theory to describe uses of actions of materials and designs – their transparency, brittleness, strength, smoothness, hardness, durability etc. When it comes to literary or social form, Levine (6) suggests that affordance denotes form’s potentialities: Each shape or pattern, social or literary, lays claim to a limited range of potentialities. Enclosures afford containment and security, inclusion as well as exclusion. Rhyme affords repetition, anticipation, and memorization. Networks afford connection and circulation, and narratives afford the connection of events over time.



Taken this way, depending on social context and genre, form has certain potentialities in both aesthetic and socio-political arrangements. 164
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According to Levine’s postulates, there are four major forms that can be applied to the literary text - wholes, rhythms, hierarchies and networks, [T]he bounded whole has long been a model for lyric poetry and narrative closure; rhythmic tempos organize poetic meter and sometimes literary history itself; hierarchies organize literary texts’ investments in certain values and characters over others; and networks link national cultures, writers, and characters (2015: 21).



Levine’s postulates about the novel are also applicable to the play. In this vein, the relationship between the character of Shylock and other characters of The Merchant of Venice is graphically presented in Figure 2. Salerio



Gratiano



Antoni o Solanio



Leonardo
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Lorenzo



Duke



Nerissa



Salarino Messenger Portia



Shylock



Jessica Gobbo



Servant Tubal



Aragon Old Gobbo



Morocco



Balthasar



Figure 2. The Merchant of Venice network



This graph confirms Lupin’s idea that “Shylock, rather than Antonio, may be the play’s true Merchant of Venice. Shylock has ten edges, that is, ten people in the play address him, while nine people address Antonio. This difference is neglectful; however, when we take into consideration the percentage of lines each of them utters, number of speeches, and the number of scenes they appear on stage, Shylock’s percentage of lines is 13%, number of speeches is 79 and he appears five times on stage; on the other hand, Antonio’s percentage of lines is 7%, number of speeches is 46, and he appears six times on stage. This definitely resolves the issue of centrality when it comes to Shylock and Antonio in Shylock’s favour. However, regarding all the characters in the play, it is Portia who is, figuratively Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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speaking, the true Merchant of Venice, that is, the most domineering character, as her percentage of lines is 22, her number of speeches is 117, and she appears nine times on stage.



Figure 3. Merchant of Venice affective network



Speaking of the play’s structure in relation to the most domineering characters, this major role of Portia as the executor of the state of emergence – or the state of exception – reflects the play’s structure. She is the one through whom the power of the state of exception is exerted and by being given the most lines, number of speeches and scenes on stage, the state of emergency is emphasized, justified both by Portia and all characters except Shylock and given significance accordingly. As Lawrence Danson (2000: 63) remarks, “Portia in masculine disguise wields the authority of lawyer and judge.” Portia is an instrument through whom the state of exception, or emergency, is exerted. The suspension of Venetian law is thus reflected in the play’s structure. Moreover, as Lupton (51) observes, “to threaten Shylock with death, the Duke keeps the state of emergency in effect, despite the apparent move into constitutional normalization.” This proves that state of exception in this particular case is not a necessity, but the dictatorship of a sort. As Agamben (2005: 1) claims, “a recurrent opinion posits the concept of necessity as the foundation of the state of exception – necessitas legem non habet – necessity has no law, that is, necessity can create its own law or 166
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necessity does not recognize any law.” I argue here that in this particular case it is the state apparatus that reinforces its stability and the Duke also strengthens his authority. State of exception, or sometimes termed as state of emergence, denotes a suspension of law when those in power see it as a necessity. Agamben (Ibid) explains the difficulty of the definition of state of exception as “there is still no theory of the state of exception in public law, and jurists and theorists of public law seem to regard the problem more as a quaestio facti than as a genuine juridical problem.” In The Merchant of Venice, law is suspended as it is in favor of Shylock, the Jew. He is not allowed the right to his bond, that is, to cut a pound of Antonio’s flesh near his heart for not paying back the loan on time. From the very beginning he is treated as a member of the marginalised group. While the Duke, in his presiding the trial, shows compassion for Antonio, he is decidedly discriminatory against Shylock. He is pitiful of Antonio and at the same time negative towards Shylock: I am sorry for thee: thou art come to answer A stony adversary, an inhuman wretch Uncapable of pity, void and empty From any dram of mercy. (IV, i, 3-6)



Throughout the play, all Christian characters mistreat Shylock calling him cruel, unfeeling and pitiless. What is more, they attribute all his negative characteristics to his race, that is, to his “Jewish heart,” expressing their prejudice against him as a Jew. Portia takes Shylock’s side in the beginning but only seemingly. Very soon she denies his right to the bond and accuses him of an attempt to murder a Christian. Her speech of mercy is a false show of Christian humility. As Bloom notes, “in its context, it emphasizes the ironic and even cruel fact that the Christians in The Merchant of Venice do not practice what they preach. In addition, Portia is attempting to impose Christian ideology on a non-Christian. The effect, reasonably, is to enrage Shylock rather than to mollify him” (Bloom 2008: 31). Eventually, Shylock is deprived of his property and forced to convert to Christianity. State of exception is here strengthened as Antonio takes part in Shylock’s final punishment. Antonio is in no way related to the court but he still decides of Shylock’s sentence. Antonio. So please my lord the duke and all the court To quit the fine for one half of his goods, I am content; so he will let me have The other half in use, to render it, Upon his death, unto the gentleman That lately stole his daughter: Two things provided more, that, for this favour, 2335 He presently become a Christian; The other, that he do record a gift, Here in the court, of all he dies possess’d, Unto his son Lorenzo and his daughter. (IV, 1, 2329 – 2339) Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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In this way, he is punished, humiliated and entirely eliminated and does not appear on stage any more. He was marginalized earlier but now he is eradicated. Being deprived of his nation and of his property, he loses his identity and ceases to be. This is reflected in his final protest: Shylock. Nay, take my life and all; pardon not that: You take my house when you do take the prop That doth sustain my house; you take my life When you do take the means whereby I live. (IV, 1, 2323 – 2326)



His utter resignation and defeat are also seen a bit further in his words before leaving the stage: Shylock. I pray you, give me leave to go from hence; I am not well: send the deed after me, And I will sign it. (IV, 1, 2345 – 2346)



One of the big questions is whether Shakespeare promotes or condemns anti-Semitism. Harold Bloom (2008: xi) argues “that The Merchant of Venice pragmatically is an anti-Semitic play, though Shakespeare does not seem personally to have been an anti-Semite.” He further explicates his argument stating that Shylock is mostly referred to as “the Jew,” which lessens the sense of him as an individual. However, Shylock’s response when asked to lend money to Antonio clearly speaks for itself. Antonio, as a representative of a good Christian, often ill-treated Shylock by calling him a misbeliever, a cut-throat dog, spurned him and spit on him. He tells that he is ready to do so again. Later, when he learns that his daughter eloped and is, therefore, distraught, Salerio and Solanio find his pain grotesque and funny. Shylock responds by mentioning Christians’ cruelties against him, showing that Jews are humans and questioning Christian humility and charity: Shylock: To bait fish withal: if it will feed nothing else, it will feed my revenge. He hath disgraced me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my bargains, cooled my friends, heated mine enemies; and what’s his reason? I am a Jew. Hath not a Jew eyes? hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions? fed with the same food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter and summer, as a Christian is? If you prick us, do we not bleed? if you tickle us, do we not laugh? if you poison us, do we not die? and if you wrong us, shall we not revenge? If we are like you in the rest, we will resemble you in that. If a Jew wrong a Christian,
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what is his humility? Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his sufferance be by Christian example? Why, revenge. The villany you teach me, I will execute, and it shall go hard but I will better the instruction. (III, 1, 1287 – 1307)



Miola (2000: 86) suggests that “these lines argue for equality, even as they pervert the argument into a justification for revenge.” Bearing in mind the quoted lines and the point of view they convey, Shakespeare seems to be critical of the way Christians treated Jews and in this sense, The Merchant of Venice is not anti-Semitic but condemns anti-Semitism. However, since Shylock is forced to convert to Christianity and he leaves defeated, along with him, Jewishness also disappears. And this is in accordance with the treatment of Jews in Elizabethan England when they either practiced their religion in secret or (formally) converted to Christianity. In this way, he is reduced to non-existence, as his identity is annulled. As Greenblatt (2010: 59) states, “[B]ut take away Shylock’s Jewishness, and he shrivels into nothingness. That shriveling away is indeed what happens at the end of the fourth act of The Merchant of Venice.” Furthermore, Shylock’s insistence on revenge – no matter how hurt he was in the past – sheds negative light not only on him but on his race as well: Shylock. I’ll have my bond; I will not hear thee speak: I’ll have my bond; and therefore speak no more. I’ll not be made a soft and dull-eyed fool, To shake the head, relent, and sigh, and yield To Christian intercessors. Follow not; I’ll have no speaking: I will have my bond. (III, 3, 1720 – 1725)



When the Duke, Portia and the others chastise him for not being merciful, they implicitly generalise and speak of the whole Jewish nation. On the other hand, Shylock openly expresses his hatred by saying “I hate him for he is a Christian” (I, 3, 42), and adds “Cursèd be my tribe / If I forgive him!” (I, 3, 51 – 52). Stephen Greenblatt (2010: 59) observes that Shylock’s villainy is “deeply, essentially implicated in his Jewishness, a Jewishness that serves as a collective principle of negation.” Different interpretations speak either in favour of Shakespeare’s critique of Christianity and its treatment of non-Christians or show Shakespeare anti-Semitic. Harold Bloom (2008: xi) argues that “The Merchant of Venice pragmatically is an anti-Semitic play, though Shakespeare does not seem personally to have been an anti-Semite.” Russ McDonald also tackles the question of Shakespeare’s racism and concludes that he certainly was a racist but also presented several of non-Christian characters sympathetically: Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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Was Shakespeare himself a racist? Strictly speaking, almost certainly. The culture that produced him had little acquaintance with and little sympathy for what was modern cultural theorists have come to call the Other. And yet some of these theatrical representatives of Otherness, particularly Shylock and Othello, are portrayed with a high degree of sympathy (McDonald 2001: 277).



On the other hand, presented as such, the plot of The Merchant of Venice is not only anti-Semitic, but also critical of Christian molestation of non-Christians. Shakespeare is, as a matter of fact, critical of racial hatred and religious intolerance in general. This is what, as Radmila Nastić (2002: 111) observes, “makes Shakespeare’s play a powerful artistic exposure of the politics of power and hypocrisy.” Both the play’s structure and the interpretations of its plot show that Shylock, as one of the central characters, is marginalised because of his race. The means of his marginalisation is the state of exception imposed by the court controlled by Christians. Although the state of exception is realised through Portia, her character is also marginalised to an extent, since she cannot act as a woman but has to disguise as a man. Taking into account the percentage of lines spoken by her and superiority of her mind, she is the most dominant character. However, norms and conventions did not allow women to be prominent at the time no matter of their intellectual potential and abilities. In this way, she, along with non-Christians, is not allowed access to the public sphere. Yet, as social norms and constraints are less strict in the private spheres, she domineers it. This to a degree shows that Shakespeare is not only a chronicler of his time, but also its active proponent and critic as he takes up stances. However, his positions are never one-sided. He gives multiple perspectives on love, friendship, power, religion, etc., sometimes challenging all views and in particular norms. This is the reason why Portia is the true merchant of Venice and why Shylock has a more central position than Antonio, although the latter is the title character of the play.
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Moretti 2013: F. Moretti, Distant Reading. London – New York: Verso. Nastić 2002: R. Nastić, U potrazi za smislom/ In Quest of Meaning, Beograd, Prosveta. Newman 2003: M. E. J. Newman “The Structure and Function of Complex Networks” in Society for Industrial and Mathematical Sciences, Vol. 45, No 2, 167-256. Levin 2003: C. Levin, “The Society of Shakespeare’s England” in Stanley Wells and Lena Cowen Orlin (ed.), Shakespeare: An Oxford Guide, Oxford: Oxford University Press. Levine 2015: C. Levine, Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Network. Princeton: Princeton University Press. Lupton (2007): J. R. Lupton. “Shylock Between Exception and Emancipation: Shakespeare, Schmitt, Arendt.” JCRT 8.3 Fall 2007. 42. Shakespeare 2006: W. Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, New Haven and London: Yale University Press. Петар Пенда / ЦЕНТРАЛНОСТ, МАРГИНАЛИЗАЦИЈА И ВАНРЕДНО СТАЊЕ У МЛЕТАЧКОМ ТРГОВЦУ Резиме / Овај рад примјењује и додатно разрађује идеју Франка Моретија о увођењу квантитативне анализе у изучавању књижевности креирањем мрежног графикона заснованог на међусобном обраћању ликова у Млетачком трговцу. Појам мрежа у књижевној критици обично се везује за умјетничке, и друштвене везе међу писцима. Међутим, Морети користи овај термин да означи везу између ликова у роману или драми, остварену њиховим говорним чиновима или интеракцијом. Моретијев мрежни графикон показује структуру романа и везу међу ликовима, док оставља по страни емоционалне тонове и нијансе односа међу ликовима. Имајући ово у виду, предлажем графикон који представља комбинацију Моретијевог ширег читања (distance reading) и помног читања (close reading), што води бољем разумијевању драме као цјелине. Предложени начин интерпретације подразумијева, уз вербалну интеракцију, и емотивни набој, што даје свеобухватније разумијевање односа између ликова. Овакво читање има за циљ разјашњење често постављаног питања централности у Млетачком трговцу, односно зашто главни лик није Антонио (кога Шекспир назива млетачким трговцем), већ Порција и Шајлок заузимају централно мјесто у драми. Овакав приступ отвара низ питања: Да ли стављање у центар Порције, као жене, и Шајлока, као маргинализованог Јеврејина, указује на Шекспиров идеолошки став по питању маргина? Да ли такав политички став представља субверзију постојећег поретка у датом времену? Да ли ово кршење поретка увођењем „ванредног стања” означава Шекспиров политички бунт? Кључне ријечи: мрежа, централност, ванредно стање, закон, форма, историја, графикон, структура, Млетачки трговац, маргинализација Примљен: 15. маја 2017. Прихваћен за штампу јуна 2017.
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